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Overview of exons, genes and 
transcripts    



What is your biological 
question?

Given a gene, test for:


• Whether transcripts levels change between conditions? 
(differential exon usage, DGE)


• Whether transcript isoform proportions change between 
conditions? (differential transcript usage, DTU)


• Whether individuals exons are differentially used? 
(differential exon usage, DEU)



Differential problems: DGE

Modified slide from Mark Robinson 



Differential problems: DTU

Soneson et al, 2014



Unambiguous assignment 
of reads to single transcripts

A

B

C

A A,C? A,B,C?



Differential problems: DEU

Modified slide from Mark Robinson 



What is your biological 
question?

Given a gene, test for:


• Whether transcripts levels change between 
conditions? (differential gene expression, DGE) 

• Whether transcript isoform proportions change between 
conditions? (differential transcript usage, DTU)


• Whether individuals exons are differentially used? 
(differential exon usage, DEU)



Differential problems: DGE

Modified from Wolfgang Huber
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STAR, GSNAP, …

ht-seq, featureCounts,

DESeq2, 

edgeR, 

lima-voom

NOISeq, 

sleuth,…   

salmon,

kallisto, 


…

goseq, roast, … 
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Alignment-based abundance 
estimation workflow

Modified from Charlotte Soneson

Raw reads  
(fastq files)

Reference genome 
(fasta files)

Gene annotation files 
(gtf files)

samples



Martin et al, 2011



Are my data single-end or paired-end?

Modified from Charlotte Soneson

Tip: Look at the number of files per sample



Are my data strand specific?

Griffith et al, 2015

Tip: Visualize mapped reads in a genome browser (e.g. IGV)



Alignment

Need a splice aware aligner  
(e.g. STAR, GSNAP, …)



Example using STAR: index generation

Modified from Charlotte Soneson

reference 

genome

gene

annotation


file



Example using STAR: alignment

Modified from Charlotte Soneson



Aligner output: BAM files

read name flag chr pos mapq CIGAR



Alignment-based abundance 
estimation workflow

Modified from Charlotte Soneson

samples



Modified from Charlotte Soneson

gene 

annotation file (GTF)

mapped reads



70,000 human RNA-seq samples 
already processed
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read

k-mers

transcript

k-mers

transcriptome

P(fragment | transcript)

Alignment-free abundance 
estimation workflows

Extremely fast compared to genome alignments!



A

B

C

A A,C? A,B,C?

Equivalence classes: {A} = 2,  {A,C}=3,  {A, B, C}=4

Alignment-free abundance 
estimation workflows

Objective: estimate the transcript abundances that best explain 
the observed counts for the reference classes. 



Why is it important to consider transcript 
length information? (hypothetical example)

Isoform A 
length 2l

Isoform B
length l

Counts  
per gene 10 10

Counts 
weighted  

by  tx length
9/2 +  1 = 5.5 1/2 +  9 = 9.5

Sample A Sample B



Considering average transcript 
lengths improves estimates of DGE

Soneson et al, 2015
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Modified from Mike Love

Sequencing depth



sample 1:

sample 2:
gene 1,  2,           3,        etc.

sample 1:

sample 2:

sample 1:

sample 2:

Normalization for sequencing depth

Modified from Simon Anders



DESeq2 uses a median of ratios method

• Create a reference sample by calculating the geometric mean across 
samples for each gene. 


• For each sample, take the ratio with respect to the reference sample. 


• Take the median across genes for each sample. 

Modified from Mike Love



"size factor”

per sample j

sequencing depth

robustly estimated  
with median ratio

"normalization factor"

per sample j & per gene i

sequencing depth and 
other factors differ across samples
(technical bias: cqn or EDASeq)

(gene length: tximport)
 

median ratio method for 
sequencing depth can be 

estimated on top

DESeq2 scaling factors or normalization 
factors?

Modified from Mike Love



But, why counts and not other transformed data 
(e.g. FPKMs)?

Raw count with mean of 
100
Poisson sampling, so 
SD=10

Raw count with mean of 
100
scale by 1/10
SD = ?

Raw count with mean of 
100
scale by 10
SD = ?
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Variance of a gene: technical noise + 
biological noise

Biological sample with variance

Poisson sampling variance =  

Gamma-poisson process 

Poisson process in which the mean is gamma distributed



normalization 
factor

dispersion parameter

quantity of interest

gene i

gene j

technical noise extra biological variability

{ {

Challenge: small number of replicates! 



Dispersion estimation



Dispersion estimation
maximum-likelihood estimates

Cox-Reid bias term
Cox-Reid ML estimate
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Dispersion estimation
maximum-likelihood estimates

Cox-Reid bias term
Cox-Reid ML estimate

alpha prior by  
information  

sharing across genes

maximum a posteriori, 
penalized likelihood



distribution of 1000  
darts players' ability:
not observed

"shrunken" estimates
less error overall
than individual estimates

observed distribution: 
averages of 3 throws from  
each of 1000 players

shrink the averages 
towards a center defined
by the observed distribution

each throws 5 darts:
sample variance  

of the average

here showing 3/1000 players

Why shrinkage?



population 
distribution

sampling variance 
around true ability

empirical
distribution  

the center defines  
the prior mean

MLE 
maximum likelihood estimates

shrunken
estimates or
MAP 
maximum a posteriori

dashed = unobserved

Shrinkage estimation
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design matrix

predictors  
(or differential expression effects)

response  
(expected counts)

Generalized linear models



Simplest case: two-group comparison

βIntercept

estimated log expression

condition A =

βInterceptcondition B = + βcondition_A_vs_B

log2 u1 1 0
log2 u2 1 0
log2 u3    = 1 1
log2 u4 1 1

βIntercept
βcondition_A_vs_B

x1condition
A
A
B
B

DESeq2 design = ~ condition



Multi-level comparisons

βIntercept

estimated log expression

condition A =

βInterceptcondition B = + βcondition_A_vs_B

condition C = βIntercept + βcondition_A_vs_C

log2 u1 1 0    0
log2 u2 1 0    0
log2 u3    = 1 1    0
log2 u4 1 1    0
log2 u5 1 0    1
log2 u6 1 0    1

βIntercept
βcondition_A_vs_B
βcondition_A_vs_C

x1 x2condition

A
A
B
B
C
C

DESeq2 design = ~ condition



Comparisons with blocking factors



Comparisons with blocking factors
DESeq2 design = ~ sex + condition

condition

A
A
B
B
A
A
B
B

M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F

sex

log2 u1 1 1    0
log2 u2 1 1    0
log2 u3    = 1 1    1
log2 u4 1 1    1
log2 u5 1 0    0
log2 u6 1 0    0
log2 u7 1 0    1
log2 u8 1 0    1

x1 x2

βIntercept
βsex_female_vs_male
βcondition_A_vs_B

What would be the predicted log  
expression for females in condition B? 



Interactions



Comparisons with blocking factors
DESeq2 design = ~ sex + condition + sex:condition

condition

A
A
B
B
A
A
B
B

M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F

sex

log2 u1 1 1    0    0
log2 u2 1 1    0    0
log2 u3    = 1 1    1    1
log2 u4 1 1    1    1
log2 u5 1 0    0    0
log2 u6 1 0    0    0
log2 u7 1 0    1    0
log2 u8 1 0    1    0

x1 x2

βIntercept
βsex_female_vs_male
βcondition_A_vs_B
βinteraction

x3



DESeq2 shrinkage of log fold changes

Love et al, 2014



DESeq2 shrinkage of log fold changes

Love et al, 2014



DESeq2 shrinkage of log fold changes

Love et al, 2014



Other hypothesis testing options

Love et al, 2014



Confounders and experimental design

• Spielman et al., Nature Genetics 2007 

78% of genes are differentially expressed 
between human populations 

• Lin et al., PNAS, 2014  

Differences in gene expression across species 
are larger than between tissues of a same 
species.



Confounders experiment



Confounders and experimental design

• Randomize conditions of interest in batches and 
include it as a blocking factor.
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“Traditional” gene-set enrichment analysis

In gene set Not in gene set

DGE a b a + b

Background c d c + d

a + c b + d

Fisher’s test



Young et al, 2010

goseq estimates and corrects for RNA-seq 
biases in GSEA
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Love et al, 2014

For exploratory analysis, clustering, PCA: 
Use rlog or vst data!



Differential exon usage

Modified slide from Mark Robinson 



High-throughput RNA sequencing enables an 
unbiased characterisation of isoform expression

C
ov

er
ag

e

Data from Brooks et al. Genome Research, 2011

pasilla 
siRNA

control



samples

ex
on

s

Anders et al, 2012

# of transcripts including an exon 
# total transcripts

exon usage = 

DEXSeq: inference of differential exon usage



sample specific 
contributions 

(gene expression)

average  
exon usage

changes 
in exon usage 

due to the 
conditions

exon i, sample j  
l = 1 exon under consideration 
l = 0 sum of gene count

DEXSeq: inference of differential exon usage

Anders et al, 2012



control 
ps siRNA

misshapen

DEXSeq: inference of differential exon usage

Anders et al, 2012



Detecting differential splicing vs differential 
usage of TSS and polyA

Reyes et al, 2017




